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Dear <<First Name>>,

We were delighted to have the opportunity to discuss Earth
Jurisprudence at the United Nations Headquarters, at a special
event on Friday 21 April - the 7th Interactive Dialogue of the UN
General Assembly on Harmony with Nature. See below for more
detail. The dialogue was orchestrated by Maria Mercedes Sanchez,
the UN's dynamic focal point for Harmony with Nature. It was
streamed live and can be viewed online, and we especially
recommend the compelling interventions by Sr. Fernando
Huanacuni, Bolivia's Minister for Foreign Affairs! 

April was also an exciting month with two events in Europe. One,
the Earth Rights Conference in Sweden, brought together a range of
activists, academics and environmentalists and produced a
declaration which not only drew on European sources, but also
brought in the UN’s Harmony with Nature initiative.  The second, at
the European Parliament in Brussels, held by Nature's Rights, drew
together parliamentarians, academics and featured a talk from
IUCN’s Luc Bas, and was largely in support of the initiative to get an
EU Directive on Rights of Nature. 

Media interest has been raised these last few weeks over three
precedents in Rights of Nature, with the intrinsic rights of rivers in
New Zealand, India and Colombia being recognised. We provide
some links, below, and invite you to share your views - do contact us
at this email: earthjurisprudence[at]gaianet.org.  

Also on the horizon, the Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature
(GARN) is planning a Tribunal to coincide with the next round of
climate change negotiations, at the UNFCCC in Bonn, in November.
European allies who are in a position to help with the logistics for
the event are asked to please contact GARN.

Other top news is that Gaia will be running a new three-year, in-
depth training course in Africa on Earth Jurisprudence. July will
see the graduation of African's first group of EJ practitioners, at a
special ceremony by Lake Langano in Ethiopia. At the same time, we
will welcome a second group of African EJ practitioners to embark
on their 3-year journey.  More news on this and other plans for
growing the African EJ movement in the next newsletter!

Warmly,

Liz, Fiona, Joseph and the Gaia team

7th UN dialogue on Harmony
with Nature
The 7th Interactive Dialogue of the UN General Assembly on
Harmony with Nature, held in celebration of Mother Earth Day, had
'Earth Jurisprudence' as its overall theme.

Liz Hosken, Gaia's Director, was an invited panellist, alongside
Ministers from Bolivia and Ecuador. She spoke about Gaia's journey
in promoting Earth Jurisprudence and our 'trainings for
transformation' with communities, civil society and change-makers
across Africa - a contribution to strengthening the global movement
for transformation from an anthropocentric to an Earth-centred
paradigm.

Other panellists included Linda Sheehan and Klaus Bosselman,
drawing on last year's report to the General Assembly on Earth
jurisprudence (A/71/266) - mentioned in previous newsletters -
which concludes that human rights “are meaningless if the
ecosystems that sustain us do not have the legal right to exist”. The
dialogue also explored recent Rights of Nature legislation in Mexico,
presented by Germana Oliveria de Moraes, and New Zealand. Gaia
enabled Pallav Dav, co-founder of Kalpavriksh, to address recent
legislation in India on the rights of the Ganga and Yamuna
Rivers. Jorge Islas, a lawyer from Mexico, moderated the dialogue,
with inputs from governments, UN agency representatives and civil
society.

Click here for the program. The event was broadcast live and can be
viewed on the UN Web TV website at: http://webtv.un.org

'Trainings for
Transformation' with
communities in Uganda
In March, Gaia joined NAPE in Uganda's Albertine Rift for a series
of exchanges, dialogues and trainings with rural communities, to
strengthen cultural governance systems to revive sacred natural
sites and indigenous seed diversity.

We appreciate the inspiring women farmers, sacred natural site
custodians and community animators who shared their enthusiasm
and commitment for restoring their knowledge and culture with us
and one another! Enjoy a photo reportage on the community
trainings.

Earth Jurisprudence is the
philosophy and practice that
recognises the Earth as lawful
and ordered. We humans are
embedded in her living
processes, and our actions
should be guided by the
primary laws of the Earth.
 

News Highlight:
African
Resolution on
Sacred Natural
Sites
Some excellent news to share -
the African Commission on
Human and Peoples Rights
(ACHPR) closed its 60th
Session and adopted a new
Resolution on the Protection
of Sacred Natural Sites and
Territories. The resolution was
drafted by Gaia, the African
Biodiversity Network and
other partners last November,
and draws from our 2015
report 'Call to the African
Commission for Legal
Recognition of Sacred Natural
Sites and Territories and their
Customary Governance
Systems'.  

For Africa, it means there is a
legal basis to start lobbying for
better conservation and
governance of sacred natural
sites within national policy
frameworks.

'Mother
Togounmè' -
reviving seed and
voodoo culture
In the Ouanho territory of
Benin, women are mobilising
to revive their indigenous
knowledge and seed varieties.
Gbèssèmèhlanm talks about
her experience as a head
woman voodoo practitioner.
Read more.  

A personal
journey of
transformation 
Three years ago, Simon
Mitambo, from Kenya,
embarked on an in-
depth training to become an
Earth Jurisprudence
practitioner. This is his
story....

Award for
outstanding work
with endogenous
cultures in Benin  

Founding Director of GRABE
and EJ practitioner from
Benin, Appolinaire Oussou
Lio, was "decorated and
raised to the rank of high
dignitary of endogenous
cultures in Benin" earlier this
year. Congratulations!

Appolinaire tells us "This
diploma of traditional merit is
the largest in the traditional
hierarchy in Benin. I have a
new responsibility and I
would like to continue to rely
on your spiritual support and
the blessings of the Earth”.

"I am deeply concerned by the rate at which capitalism and industrial

processes have been eating up our traditional lands and cultures. But I'm also

happy to be learning from Gaia about the alternative ways that people all over

the world are working together to bring a great transformation", says Robert

Katemburura, of Hoima's Community Green Radio in Uganda.

Upcoming events
 
16-22 July 2017, Lake Langano, Ethiopia
Graduation of Africa's 1st training course for Earth Jurisprudence practitioners.
EJ practitioners from South Africa, Ethiopia, Benin, Uganda and Kenya will celebrate their
graduation from an in-depth, 3-year Earth Jurisprudence training course. At a special ceremony,
they will be acknowledged by Mellese Damtie, lawyer, the first African to gain a PhD on Earth
Jurisprudence, as two of Ethiopia's most respected elders Dr Melaku Worede and Dr. Regassa
Feyissa. A new group of African EJ practitioners will join the ceremony as part of their initiation into
the next 3-year training course.

3-7 July 2017, Schumacher College, UK 
The Great Work: Science, Consciousness, Jurisprudence and Ethics
Join leading theorists in Conscious Evolution, Depth Ecology, Gaia Theory, Metalaw, and Earth
Jurisprudence to help advance a new synthesis from which this Great Work can be accomplished
in practice as well as in theory. With Stephan Harding, Sean Kelly, Hal White and Isabel Carlisle.
For more detail, click here.

21-24 September 2017, Tiveden, Sweden
Rune Magic and Shamanism: Original Nordic Knowledge from Mother Earth  
A course with Jörgen l. Eriksson, click here.

Inspiring resilience and strengthening resistance
Marking Earth Day, Indigenous People Worldwide March to Fight Corporate Forces
Looming catastrophe in East Africa proves the world needs to tackle climate change
Korea moves to protect and revive its traditional farming practices.
UN General Assembly holds discussion on Earth Jurisprudence

Read
The Harmony with Nature Initiative: What it Might Achieve
The Tyranny of Rights, Brewster Keen (section on Rights of Nature from 106)
Ganga, Yumana and Whanganui rivers rights acknowledged in India and New Zealand

New Zealand - Whanganui River

Te Awa Tupua Act
Be Warned, rivers and trees can sue
What it means to give the Whanganui River the same rights as a person
(The Economist) New Zealand declares River a Person
(New Zealand Law Society) Whanganui River settlement passed
(EcoWatch) World's First River Given Legal Status as a Person

India - Ganga and Yamuna Rivers

Writ Petition no.126 of 2014, High Court of Uttarakhand
(The Hindu) Can the Ganga have human rights?
(The Conversation) Three Rivers are now Legally People - But that's just the start of looking after
them.
(Live Law) Uttarakhand HC Declares Ganga, Yamuna Rivers and Living Legal Entities
(India Law) Ganges and Yamuna rivers granted same legal rights as human beings

Colombia - Atrato River

(El Espectador) Un salvavidas para el Atrato
(Earth Law Center) The Importance of the Atrato River in Colombia gaining Legal Rights
(ABColombia) Colombian Constitutional sets a Global Precedent

Watch
Professor of Architecture Erin Moore discusses Architecture, Earth Jurisprudence and her input
into the UN’s Harmony with Nature dialogue.
UN discusses Earth Jurisprudence.

 

Working together, to strengthen the African Earth Jurisprudence movement.
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